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The main test component of the experimental facility EVA 11/

ADAM II is a helium heated steam reformer bundle with 30 tubes.

The dimensions of the tubes are 120 mm OD/100 mm ID and a. heated

length of 11 m. The tubes are arranged in the tube sheet in

a triangular pitch, and the diameter of the bundle is 1.2 m.

To achieve a better heat transfer on the helium side, there

are baffles (disk and doughnut) arranged every 250 mm, resulting

an intensive cross counterflow. The helium entering the lower

end of the bundle with a temperature of 950 CC flows upwards,

and is cooled down to a temperature of 600 - 650 °C. After-

wards the helium leaving the bundle is guided to the steam

generator. The bundle is surrounded by an insulation of car-

bon stone bricks, which are inside metallic liners on both

sides. This component is arranged inside a metallic vessel

with a diameter of 2.3 m and a height of 18 m. The "cold" he-

lium flowing back from the circulator to the helium heater

is guided in the gap between the metallic vessel and the car-

bon stone insulation. Fig. 1 shows a scheme of the steam re-

former and fig. 2 a photograph of the bundle itself.

The steam reformer tubes are filled with a catalyst of raschig

ring type. Every 3 tubes have a common feed- and product gas

line. Outside the vessel the 10 feed and the 10 product lines

are connected in central headers. The feed gas streaming down-

wards is heated up and reacts at the same time according to

the steam reforming reaction. The product gas is guided at

the lower end of the steam reformer tubes to two small coiled

returning tubes and flows then upwards. Additional to the well

known advantages of the inner gas return tube (heat back to

the process, lower temperature level for the penetration etc.)

the coiled version has the following advantages:
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Fig. 1: Scheme of the bundle
arrangement in the vessel

Fig. 2: Steam reformer bundle
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1) Good compensation of differential length in the start-up

and shut-down phase.

2) No possibility of sinking of the catalyst because each coil

carries a part of the catalyst.

After 8 000 hrs operation time, 6 000 hrs with a helium tempera-

ture above 800 °C and a lot of start-ups and shut-downs no

sinking of the catalyst was registrated.

The main tests of the component were related with the power

dependence. The several loads are adjusted by massflow control

but also by the helium enterance temperature. Fig. 3 shows

the temperature of the product gas at the end of the catalyst

bed versus the relation of the mass flows of helium to process

gas at the helium inlet temperatures of 950 °C and 900 °C.

At the design point (helium temperature 950 °C, pressure 40 bar,

helium mass flow 3.2 kg/s) a product gas temperature of 825 °C

results. The approach to the chemical equilibrium is 9 K that

means the content of unvonverted methane in the product gas

is equivalent to an equilibrium temperature of 816 °C (fig. 4 ) .

The dependence of the productgas temperature versus the mass

flow relation is represented by a straight line with an accep-

table accuracy. This type of control has the disadvantage that

the helium exit temperature of the bundle also decreases and

this results in an additional reduced steam production and

extremely there is not enough process steam produced. Therefore

it seems to be necessary at smaller part loads (70 % or less)

to have not only a mass flow control but also a combined mass-

flow-/temperature control. While the maximum process gas tem-

perature has only a very small pressure dependence, there is

a significant dependence for the unconverted methane content

in the product gas, that means at lower pressure that part

of helium heat used for conversion of methane increases. This

results for the Nuclear Chemical Heat Pipe System in a larger

production of chemical heat and for the nuclear process heat

applications in larger production of hydrogen + carbon monoxide.

This could be verified by the experiments. The results are shown

in fig. 5, where the relation of the chemical heat to the energy
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Fig. 4: Unconverted methane content versus relative massflow
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supplied by the helium heater versus the system pressure is

shown. A similar effect like the pressure reduction has a higher

helium inlet temeperature to the steam reformer bundle. The

temperature dependence is given in fig. 6. Starting with these

results, one can see that it is possible to get a higher effi-

ciency with a lower pressure, or the same efficiency at a lower

helium- and process gas temperature level which results lower

wall temperatures too.

For nuclear heated steam reformers it is planned that in case

of tube cracks the damaged tube has to be plug off. This pro-

cedure causes consequences for the operation of the steam re-

former. A series of experiments, done in the way shown after-

wards, served the investigation of these effects. After a stable

operation point was reached with 3 0 tubes, 3, 6 and upto 9 tubes

were plugged off on the feed side. That means the steam re-

former was operated under constant conditions like mass flow

(helium and process gas), inlet temperatures, pressure etc.

but with 30, 27, 24 and in some cases 21 tubes. The result

of these experiments in the direction of the maximum process

gas temperature are shown in fig. 7. For each plugged-off group

of 3 tubes the process gas temperature decreases 7 K and the

conversion too. The non-fed tubes nearly have helium tempera-

ture in these experiments. Because of the mixing effect of

the cross counter flow on the helium side there are no parts

with significant higher helium temperatures. But it has to

be mentioned, that in case of 6 or more plugged-off tubes,

all loacated in the same quarter, the fed tubes surrounded

by plugged-off tubes have a systematically higher temperature

than those only surrounded by fed tubes. Always the wall tem-

perature of the original situation (30 tubes) will not be reached.

A last series of experiment dealed with the influence of the

steam/methane ratio in the direction of carbon deposit for-

mation. Because of economic reasons a steam/methane ratio as

low as possible inpreferable. Therefore the ratio was system-

atically decreased and at ratios below 2.5 mol/mol in the
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process condensate carbon deposits were found. All observations

(no activity loss of catalyst, pressure drop etc.) show that

the carbon was not deposited in the catalyst itself but in

the cooling devices like inner gas return tubes process gas

coolers. Therefore the carbon seems to be formed by the Bondouard

reaction (2 CO —*- C + C0~ ) .

With the end of the year 1983 the succesful experiments with

the bundle were ended. At this time an after-operation inspec-

tion program is on the way.
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Fig. 7: Maximum process gas temperature with tubes plugged-off


